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Abstract: In a passive-controlled structure for seismic protection, energy dissipating devices such as steel 

dampers are supposed to concentrate earthquake energy dissipation and to sustain strain amplitudes and 

strain rates much larger than those in primary structural elements. The self-heating and the moderate strain 

rate in the order of magnitude of 1 s-1 may have non-negligible effects on the hysteresis behavior of dampers. 

The investigate this combined effect, eleven full-scale shear dampers of LY225 steel were subjected to either 

dynamic or quasistatic cyclic loading at shear strain amplitudes of 2.00% to 10.0%. The comparison between 

the dynamic and quasistatic hysteresis curves shows that the strain-rate effect alone increased the shear 

strength of the dampers by 8.0% to 11.6%, while the elevated temperature due to self-heating significantly 

accelerated the decrease in the shear strength of the damper during dynamic loading. A one-dimensional 

rheological model is proposed and calibrated based on the test results to simulate the strain-rate and 

temperature dependencies of steel dampers. It offers a promising tool for improved simulation of the seismic 

response of steel dampers in nonlinear response history analyses. 
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Introduction 

The plastic behavior of metals, including structural steels that are widely used in the building industry, is 

strain-rate and temperature dependent, as concluded by the numerous experiments by researchers primarily 

in the mechanical engineering ever since 1950s (Krafft et al 1954). They were usually monotonic loading 

tests on small coupons of materials at carefully controlled temperatures and largely various loading speeds, 

covering a wide range of temperatures from -200 to +1000℃ and strain rates spanning many orders of 

magnitude from 10-6s-1 to 1016s-1, and especially focused on the yield stress (or flow stress) of the material 

of concern (Bennett and Sinclair 1966, Campbell 1973, Aoki et al 1982, Johnson and Cook 1983, Suzuki et 

al 1997, Zhang et al 2007, Song et al 2019, Jia et al 2020, Li et al 2020, Zeng et al 2020, among others). 

They provided basis for the development and calibration of many strain-rate and temperature dependent flow 

stress models in plasticity theory (Rao et al 1982, Johnson and Cook 1983, Preston et al 2003, Dou et al 

2021). Such independencies have also been modelled in the viscoplasticity theory by, in the one-dimensional 

state for example, nonlinear dashpots whose viscosity constants are temperature dependent (Perzyna 1966, 

Simo and Hughes 1998). 

In the early development of earthquake engineering, however, the strain-rate effect on cyclic behavior 

of structural steels has been considered to be negligible. The dynamic cyclic loading tests on scaled structural 

models rather than miniature coupons, such as steel columns (Hanson 1966, Rae et al 1969), steel beams 

(Almuti and Hanson 1973) and composite beams (Takanashi and Udagawa 1983) in the US and Japan, 

confirmed that the dynamic hysteresis curves were practically the same as the quasistatic hysteresis. In these 
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tests, the maximum strain rates ranged from 0.02 to 0.06s-1, which are classified as low rate (0.01 to 0.1s-1) 

according to Campbell (1973). In addition, all these tests were conducted in room temperature and the self-

heating of the specimens was not likely an issue because of both the low strain-rates and the limited extents 

of plasticity. The findings of these tests supported the widely accepted assumption in earthquake engineering 

in the following decades that quasistatic tests, which are much easier to conduct than dynamic tests, are 

adequate for investigating the hysteresis behavior of structural members subjected to earthquakes. 

However, such an assumption may not apply to steel dampers, which have constituted a major category 

of passive energy dissipation devices for the seismic protection of building structures (Soong and Spencer, 

2002). In structures with energy dissipation devices, the primary structure that supports the vertical load is 

supposed to remain essentially elastic, while the earthquake input energy is intended to concentrate in and 

be dissipated by specially-designed energy dissipation devices (Wada et al 1992, Connor et al 1997). As a 

result, the strain rates in dampers are expected to be an order of magnitude greater than those experienced 

by primary structural members such as columns and beams during seismic response. When a structure 

vibrates by its fundamental period of 1s at an amplitude of 1% story drift, shear dampers are likely to 

experience a maximum strain rate ranging from 0.2 to 0.5s-1 considering that the shear strain in the dampers 

is 3 to 7 times the story drift ratio (Qu et al 2012, Ji et al 2018). Simultaneously, most hysteretic energy 

dissipation of the steel dampers converts into heat, which may continuously increase the temperature of the 

dampers to several times the ambient temperature during the cyclic excitation (Rittel 2000). Therefore, steel 

dampers are supposed to exhibit more significant strain-rate and temperature dependencies than ordinary 

structural components do during seismic response. 

In the recent two decades, dynamic cyclic loading tests were conducted on either realistic steel dampers 

(Ueki et al 2000, Akcelyan and Lignos 2021) or miniature coupons of damper steels (Yamada et al 2002, 

Kozawa et al 2007, Jang and Chang 2008, Shimada et al 2012, Chang and Jang 2012, Chang et al 2013, 

Shimada and Yamada 2014). The maximum strain rate ranged from 0.3 to 1.0s-1, and the strain amplitude 

ranged from ±3% to ±6%. All the tests reported strain-rate hardening of various extents, while the results by 

Shimada et al (2012) also revealed clear sign of significant thermal softening although the transient 

temperatures were not recorded. Yamazaki et al (2008) introduced a one-dimensional nonlinear dashpot of 

the Norton-type (Norton 1929) to simulate the strain-rate dependencies of the hysteresis, in which the 

viscosity parameter was a fitted function of the strain amplitude based on the test results reported by Kozawa 

et al (2007) on coupons of LY100 ultra-low-yield-strength steel, and the exponential parameter was assumed 

to be constant. The effect of temperature was not included in the model. Chang and his colleagues proposed 

another one-dimensional model that uses two separate empirical functions as multipliers to account for the 

strain-rate and temperature dependencies separately. The parameters in the functions were calibrated by tests 

on coupons of SM490 steel (Jang and Chang 2008), AISI 316L stainless steel (Chang and Jang 2012) and 

600MPa- and 800MPa-class high-strength steels (Chang et al 2013). Most recently, Akcelyan and Lignos 

(2021) proposed a rheological model similar to the Yamazaki model. It combines a displacement-dependent 

hysteresis and a velocity-dependent viscoelastic model to incorporate the strain rate effect on the hysteresis 

behavior of buckling restrained braces (BRBs). They calibrated the model parameters based on full-scale 

low yield steel BRB tests in the literature and applied the model in system-level seismic response simulation 

to point out that BRB local forces were significantly underestimated if the strain rate effect was neglected. 

However, their model does not take the effect of generated heat into consideration. 

This paper presents an experimental test that subjected full-scale shear dampers of LYP225 low-yield-

strength steel to quasistatic and dynamic cyclic loading at strain amplitudes up to 10% and maximum strain 

rates up to 0.63s-1. The differences between each cycle of the dynamic and quasistatic hysteresis curves and 
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their variation during the loading process clearly demonstrated both the strain-rate and temperature 

dependences of the damper. Further, we proposed a one-dimensional model of a Norton-type nonlinear 

dashpot in combination with a bilinear function of temperature to represent these dependencies, and 

calibrated the necessary parameters in the model through a two-step process that treats the effect of strain-

rate and temperature separately. We concluded by comparing the simulated and experimental dynamic 

hysteresis curves and the variations of the maximum shear forces during the full loading processes to show 

the adequacy of the calibrated model.  

Experimental Program 

Specimens and loading protocols 

A total of eleven supposedly identical shear dampers were subjected to either quasistatic or dynamic cyclic 

loading at five different strain amplitudes 𝛾  from 2.00% to 10.0%. Among them, six specimens were 

subjected to dynamic loading of sinusoidal waves of frequencies f=1Hz or 2Hz at the various strain 

amplitudes. The corresponding nominal peak strain rate �̇� = (2𝜋𝑓) 𝛾  ranged from 0.12s-1 to 0.63s-

1, which falls within the medium strain rate category according to Campell (1972) and covers the strain-rate 

range that a damper is likely to sustain in case of a major earthquake (Table 1). The other five specimens 

were subjected to quasistatic cyclic loading at the five different shear strain amplitudes. 

The specimens of shear dampers used 6-mm-thick low-yield-strength steel LY225 as the energy 

dissipating web (the shaded area in Figure 1), which is surrounded by 22-mm-thick flanges of SM490A steel 

and 19-mm-thick end plates of SS400 steel, and constrained by 6-mm-thick stiffeners of SS400 steel at 

approximately 200 mm intervals on both sides in alternative directions (Figure 1). Strong base plates of 50-

mm-thick SM490A steel were welded to both ends of the damper some distance of no less than 100 mm 

away from the energy dissipating web for the connection with the loading setup. The measured mechanical 

properties of the steels are listed in Table 2. 

 

Table 1 Dynamic load protocols 

Specimen ID Amplitude shear 

strain 𝛾  (%) 

Loading frequency 

f (Hz) 

Nominal peak strain 

rate �̇�  (s-1) 

No. of load cycles 

before pause 

D-2.00-1Hz 2.00 1.0 0.1257 18 

D-2.63-1Hz 2.63 1.0 0.1652 15 

D-4.55-1Hz 4.55 1.0 0.2859 9 

D-4.55-2Hz 4.55 2.0 0.5718 9 

D-6.67-1Hz 6.67 1.0 0.4191 6 

D-10.0-1Hz 10.0 1.0 0.6283 4 

 

Table 2. Mechanical properties of steel 

Steel type Yield strength (MPa) Tensile strength (MPa) Elongation (%) 

LY225 235 324 38 

SS400 326 490 28 

SM490A 392 627 23 
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Figure 1. Test specimen 

 

The top and bottom base plates were respectively fastened to an L-shaped loading beam and a base 

beam, which were connected by two pairs of screw jacks with mechanical pins on both ends to form the 

loading setup (Figure 2). The L-shaped loading beam was driven by two 1000kN dynamic actuators in 

parallel to impose in-plane shear deformation on the specimens. The actuators were connected to the L-

shaped loading beam through a load cell and a loading jig that moves along linear guideways fixed on the 

base beam. Due to the limited capacity of the oil source, the dynamic loading had to be paused after a certain 

number of load cycles and could not be resumed until the hydraulic oil was adequately cooled down. The 

specific numbers of continuous load cycles for each specimen of dynamic loading are also listed in Table 1. 
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Figure 2. Test setup and measurements 

 

The sinusoidal wave as the dynamic input was rounded off at both the start and the stop segments by 

exponential functions to ensure smooth transition of velocity and bounded acceleration (Figure 3). The force 

recorded by the load cell in-between the loading jig and the L-shaped loading beam included not only the 

shear force of the specimen, but also the inertia force of the moving parts during dynamic loading. An 

accelerometer was attached on top the L-shaped loading beam to record the acceleration time history so that 

this inertia force can be removed from the total reaction force (recorded by the load cell) to give the shear 

force in the damper. 

 

Figure 3. Dynamic loading protocol with rounded corners 

 

Two pairs of diagonally arranged displacement transducers (d1 to d4) were mounted on both sides of 

each specimen. The average shear strain  of the energy dissipating web was calculated from the changes of 

its diagonals by Eq. 1. 

𝛾 =
𝛿 − 𝛿 + 𝛿 − 𝛿

2
∙
√ℎ + 𝑤

2ℎ𝑤
 (1) 

where h=660mm is the height of the web, and w=578mm is the sum of the width of the web (556mm) and 

the thickness of the flange (22mm). 

A thermocouple was attached at the center of the energy dissipating web to record the variation of the 

temperature during loading (Figure 2). An infrared thermo camera was also used to monitor the surface 

temperature. 
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Test results 

All specimens exhibited similar patterns of damage and fracture. The web segments between the 

stiffeners experienced local buckling along the diagonals. The three segments in the middle fractured 

diagonally towards the end of the loading (Figure 4). Despite the different loading speeds and amplitudes, 

all specimens exhibited full and stable hysteresis curves. In the rest of this section, we take Specimen D-

6.67-1Hz and its quasistatic counterpart, denoted as S-6.67, as an example to introduce the primary 

observations in the test. The data of all specimens were processed in the same manner and will provide basis 

for establishing the numerical model in the next section. 

     

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

      

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) 
Figure 4. Damage to dampers after loading: (a) S-2.00, (b) S-2.63, (c) S-4.55, (d) S-6.67, (e) S-10.0, (f) 

D-2.00-1Hz, (g) D-2.63-1Hz, (h) D-4.55-1Hz, (i) D-4.55-2Hz, (j) D-6.67-1Hz and (k) D-10.0-1Hz. 

 

The hysteresis curve of D-6.67-1Hz looks similar with that of its quasistatic counterpart S-6.67 except 

for the larger maximum shear force, which is expected at higher strain rate [Figure 5(a) and (b)]. On the 

other hand, however, the comparison between the variations of the peak shear forces in each load cycle 

between the two specimens [Figure 5(c)] clearly shows that the peak shear force drops much more rapidly 

in dynamic loading than in quasistatic loading, and that the peak shear force would rise significantly and 

exceed the quasistatic shear force when the loading was resumed after the specimen has cooled down. These 

are clear signs of the self-heating effect combined with the effect of strain rate. 
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Figure 5. Hysteresis curves of (a) S-6.67 (quasistatic loading), (b) D-6.67-1Hz, and (c) variation of their 

peak shear forces in each load cycle. 

 

To quantify the self-heating of the dampers during dynamic loading, the temperature in each load cycle 

was determined by a combination of thermocouple readings and estimated heat generation during continuous 

cyclic loading. The temperature given by the thermocouple was adopted only for the 1st load cycle and the 

load cycles when the loading was just resumed. For other load cycles, the thermocouple failed to provide 

reliable temperatures of the web because the heat was generated in a highly localized manner, as is evident 

from the temperature contours by the thermo-camera (Figure 6). Therefore, the temperature for these load 

cycles was determined by estimating the heat generated by the hysteretic energy dissipation of the damper 

(Eq. 3), taking the thermocouple readings for the 1st load cycle in a row as the initial temperature T0. By Eq. 

3, we assumed that all hysteretic energy, which is calculated by the area enclosed in the hysteresis loop, 

converts into heat. The resultant temperatures for each load cycle of D-6.67-1Hz are plotted in Figure 7. 

    
 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6. Temperature contours by thermo-camera of D-6.67-1Hz specimen at the end of (a) 6th cycle, (b) 

12th cycle and (c) 18th cycle. 

 

∆𝑇 =
∆𝐸

𝑚𝑐
− 𝑇 𝑒 ∆  (3) 

where E is the incremental hysteretic energy dissipation within time increment t, m and A are the mass 

and surface area of the energy dissipating web, c=440J/kg/K is the specific heat capacity of steel, 

=20W/m2/K is the heat transfer coefficient between steel and air. 
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Figure 7. Variation of transient temperature of D-6.67-1Hz specimen. 

 

The comparison of the dynamic and quasistatic hysteresis curves of individual load cycles in Figure 8 

confirms that the damper exhibited higher shear forces in the dynamic loading than in the quasistatic loading, 

but the difference between the two, denoted as Q, diminished as the loading proceeded and heat was built 

up in the dynamically loaded damper. 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of dynamic and quasistatic hysteresis in the (a) 3rd cycle, (b) 5th cycle and (c) 6th 

cycle. 

 

By normalizing the difference in the shear force, Q, between the dampers in dynamic and quasistatic 

loading by the cross-sectional area of the web, we define a dynamic shear stress 𝜏  to represent the overall 

effect of dynamic loading on steel (Eq. 2). 

𝜏 =
∆𝑄

𝑏𝑡
 (2) 

where b=556mm and t=6mm are the width and thickness of the web. 

Its relationship with the transient strain rate �̇�, which was obtained by central-differencing the time 

history of 𝛾, in the 3rd, 5th and 6th load cycles is plotted in Figure 9. The results in the 3rd cycle when the 

temperature was relatively low suggests that the 𝜏 − �̇�  relationship must be nonlinear if it is to pass 

through the origin. In the following load cycles when the heat was built up, the 𝜏 − �̇� relationship offsets 

along the 𝜏  axis without changing its shape. It is based on this observation that we propose a separate 

additive modifier to account for the heat effect in the next section. 
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Figure 9. Relationship between 𝜏  and transient strain rate �̇� at various temperatures of D-6.67-1Hz. 

Modelling the dynamic effects 

Based on the one-dimensional standard solid model in viscoelasticity theory (Simo and Hughes 1998), 

Yamazaki et al (2008) proposed a rheological model consisting of a nonlinear spring, whose stress is denoted 

as S, and a nonlinear dashpot, whose stress is denoted as D, in parallel (Figure 10). A linear spring of elastic 

modulus EB is introduced in series with the dashpot to better fit the nonlinear relationship between D and 

the total strain . Whereas the nonlinear spring represents the rate-independent hysteresis, the dashpot 

accounts for the rate-dependency and is governed by Eq. 4, which is in the same form of the Norton-Hoff 

model for the creep of steel at high temperature (Norton 1929). 

 

Figure 10. Rheological model for dampers under dynamic loading. 

 

𝜎 = 𝐶 𝜀 ̇  (4) 

where CD is the viscosity of the dashpot,  is the exponential parameter in the range of (0, 1). 

Based on the test results of miniature steel coupons reported by Kozawa et al (2007), Yamazaki et al 

(2008) determined that =0.336 and Cd is a function of the total strain amplitude 0 in Eq. 5. 

𝐶 = −16.02|𝜀 | + 40.5 ≥ 17.36 (5) 

The one-dimensional model in Figure 10 can be readily adapted for shear dampers by replacing the 

stress and strain (, ) with shear stress and shear strain (, ). Considering that dampers are usually supposed 

to go deep into the plastic regime and that there are inadequate data for calibrating the elastic modulus EB, 

we assume that EB=∞ to neglect its effect and introduce a separate additive modifier F(T) to consider the 

effect of heat on the behavior of the dashpot. Eq. 6 summarizes the proposed one-dimensional model for the 

dynamic shear stress, in which the parameter CD and  need to be calibrated and the modifier F(T) to be 

determined. 

𝜏 = 𝐶 �̇� + sgn(�̇�)𝐹(𝑇) (6) 

where 𝜏   is the dynamic shear strength that accounts for the effect of dynamic loading, and T is the 

temperature. 
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Taking advantages of the above test results, we use a two-step procedure to calibrate the necessary 

parameters in the proposed model in Eq. 6, in which the effect of strain rate and that of temperature are 

treated separately. 

Effect of strain rate 

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 6 accounts for the strain rate effect. Its parameters are 

calibrated by the 𝜏 − �̇�  relationship in the first half-cycle loading, which was not influenced by the 

generated heat, i.e., F(T)=0. Further assuming that =0.3, the viscosity CD can be experimentally evaluated 

from 𝜏  and its corresponding �̇� by Eq. 7. 

𝐶 =
𝜏

�̇�
 

(7) 

The resultant CD’s for all the six dynamically-loaded specimens are depicted as a function of the 

cumulative shear strain |d| in Figure 11. Consistent with the results of previous researches in the literature 

(Yamazaki et al 2008), the viscosity CD drops by a decreasing rate with the increase in the shear strain. We 

use the exponential function with a constant offset in Eq. 8 to approximate the average curve of the 

experimental results. 

𝐶 = 𝐴(∑| | ) + 𝐶 = 0.6(∑| | ) + 10 (8) 

where  is in the unit of %; C=10 is determined by the average experimental CD at large shear strain; B=6 is 

determined by finding |d| that makes the average CD=1+C; and the only remaining unknown parameter A 

is determined by least square fitting. The fitted curve is overlapped in Figure 11 with the test results. 

 

Figure 11. Variation of viscosity CD. 

Effect of heat 

After the first load cycle, the cumulative shear strain ∑|d𝛾| was greater than 8% for all specimens so 

that CD is approximately equal to the constant lower bound of 10 according to Eq. 8. Having Cd=10 and 

=0.3, the necessary F(T) to minimize the sum of the squared error between Eq. 6 and the experimental 𝜏  

is determined at selected temperatures shown in Figure 12. The data of the four specimens D-2.00-1Hz, D-

4.55-1Hz, D-6.67-1Hz and D-10.0-1Hz were incorporated, while those of the other two dynamically loaded 

specimen are absent due to the lack of data at the selected temperatures. 
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Figure 12. 𝜏 − �̇� relationships at specific temperatures T. 

 

The fitted F(T) are plotted in Figure 13 against the temperatures to show an approximate linear 

relationship with an initial offset on the temperature axis. Assuming that F(T)=0 at a room temperature of 

20℃ or lower, we obtain Eq. 10 for F(T) by least square fitting, thus completing the model in Eq. 6.  

𝐹 = 0.39(𝑇 − 20) ≥ 0 (10) 

 

 
Figure 13. Modifier F(T) for effect of heat on dynamic shear stress. 
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Comparison with experimental hysteresis curves 

Taking the time history of the shear strain , its corresponding shear strain rate �̇� and the temperature 

T as the input, we evaluate the time history of the dynamic shear stress 𝜏   by Eq. 6 and estimate the 

hysteresis curve of each dynamically loaded specimen by superimposing 𝜏  to the hysteresis curve of its 

quasistatic counterpart. The simultaneous strain rate �̇� in the calculation corresponds to the ideal sinusoidal 

input of  and is calculated by Eq.11 except for the beginning of the loading, where a parabolic function is 

used to simulate the gradual increase of strain rate. The thus-assumed �̇� − 𝛾  relationships for the six 

dynamically loaded specimens in their first load cycles are compared with the actual strain rates by central 

differencing the recorded strains in the test in Figure 14, showing their agreement to each other except for 

the local fluctuation of the test results. The variation of strain rates remained similar in the subsequent load 

cycles with that of the first load cycle. 

�̇� = 2𝜋𝑓𝛾 1 −
𝛾

𝛾
 (11) 

 

Figure 14. Strain rate versus strain relationship in the first load cycle of specimen: (a) D-2.00-1Hz, (b) D-

2.63-1Hz, (c) D-4.55-1Hz, (d) D-6.77-1Hz, (e) D-4.55-2Hz and (f) D-10.0-1Hz. 

 

The estimated dynamic hysteresis curves are compared with the experimental results, both dynamic and 

quasistatic, in Figure 15 for the first load cycle. The proposed model can accurately simulate the effect of 

strain rate on the hysteresis curves at not only the beginning of the loading when the damper first yielded, 

but also across the full load cycle for all specimens. 
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Figure 15. Hysteresis curves in the first load cycle of specimen: (a) D-2.00-1Hz, (b) D-2.63-1Hz, (c) D-

4.55-1Hz, (d) D-6.77-1Hz, (e) D-4.55-2Hz and (f) D-10.0-1Hz compared with those of their quasistatic 

counterparts. 

 

In the subsequent load cycles, the elevated temperature due to self-heating made a more and more 

significant difference. The variations of peak shear forces Qmax in the full loading process of the estimated 

and experimental dynamic hysteresis curves are compared in Figure 16 along with those of their quasistatic 

counterparts. The comparison clearly demonstrates the combined effect of strain rate and elevated 

temperature during dynamic loading. The peak shear force was raised by 8.0% to 11.6% at the beginning of 

the dynamic loading as compared with the quasistatic counterparts. In the following load cycles, however, 

the shear strength in dynamic loading deteriorates more rapidly and even becomes lower as the heat builds 

up in the damper than that in quasistatic loading. The proposed model simulates such phenomena with good 

accuracy for most specimens throughout the loading process, thus validating the two-step procedure of 

calibrating the rate-dependent part of the one-dimensional rheological model. 
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Figure 16. Variation of peak strengths during loading of specimens: (a) D-2.00-1Hz, (b) D-2.63-1Hz, (c) 

D-4.54-1Hz, (d) D-6.67-1Hz, (e) D-4.55-2Hz, and (f) D-10.0-1Hz compared with those of their quasistatic 

counterparts. 

Conclusions 

Dynamic loading tests at moderate strain-rates and their counterpart quasistatic loading tests were 

conducted on full-scale shear dampers of LY225 steel. The shear strain rates ranged from 0.12s-1 to 0.63s-1 

and the shear strain amplitudes from 2.00% to 10.0%. The test results confirm the combined effects of strain 

rate and elevated temperature due to self-heating on the hysteresis behavior of the steel dampers. The strain-

rate effect alone increased the peak shear force of the dampers by 8.0% to 11.6%, whereas the elevated 

temperature significantly accelerated the decrease in the shear strength of the damper during dynamic 

loading. The dynamic shear strength may fall below the quasistatic one within several load cycles.  

The test observations inspired the establishment of a new one-dimensional rheological model to 

simulate the strain-rate and temperature dependencies of the shear stress. Necessary parameters are 

calibrated by the test results. The comparison between the test and simulated dynamic hysteresis curves and 

the variation of peak shear forces demonstrates the efficacy of the model. The model offers a promising tool 

for improved simulation of the seismic response of steel dampers in nonlinear response history analyses. 

It is worth noting that the calibrated parameters only apply to the test specimens in the present study 

and may need to be re-calibrated based on new experimental results if the model is to be used for steel 

dampers of different materials. In addition, the damper specimens in the present study are designed to have 

normal full-scale dimensions of shear-type steel dampers. Further study on the size effect is necessary if the 

calibrated model is to be applied to dampers of very different dimensions, e.g., miniature dampers or very 

large dampers. 
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